
	  WHAT IS LEADERSHIP?	  
(Want to create a calm and focused space to start the conversation? Set up desks 
or chairs in a circle and start the session with 2 minutes of collective silence.) 

 

 
Ask a BIG QUESTION (with excitement!): "What do you all really care about in our world?” 
Youth might not know how to respond. If only one or two people answer, create confidence: “I 
understand if you don’t know how to respond. This probably isn’t a question many people have asked 
you in your life. But isn’t it important? There are so many different things for us to care about. For me, 
I really care about _(fill in your answer here!)_. Why do you all think I care about ___?” 

People might note that they really care about their family, the planet, their friends, or a pet animal. 
These various answers are common. From there, we have the perfect opportunity to dive deeper.  
 
DIVE DEEPER: ”Whether we know what we care about yet or not, let’s explore further. There is no limit to 
what we can care about, right?!” PLAY “I Am Sajid” at http://www.betterworlded.org/#how-this-works-1. 
Go around the room and ask the group the various emotions they experience while watching. Why and 
how did we feel that way? Some responses might be: “I didn’t know there were children who sort 
through plastic as a job.” “I feel like I can relate – it was so fun to see Sajid playing with his friends and 
drumming. I want to drum.” “What else happens in his story? I don’t know about his life yet.” If this 
last answer happens, we have the perfect opportunity to introduce Sajid’s written stories (same link). 

Read “Abhijit Meets Sajid”, either by having a “read-aloud”, splitting in small groups, or having 
everyone read on their own. Ask the group the sections that are written in green. Specifically, you 
might want to ask if the group has thought about ways to serve their community. “Do you take part 
in any community service activities? Is it important to? Why or why not? What have you done? What 
could you do in your own community? What does service mean to you?” 
 
DISCUSS: 3a) Start by expressing to the group that empathy, as we might have experienced today while 
seeing and reading about Sajid’s story, can be a tool to help us make actionable change. Share how what 
YOU care deeply about started with you empathizing. 3b) Then: “Has anyone ever told you that your 
community couldn’t change for the better? That you weren’t capable of being a leader? That you couldn’t 
address our challenges? That you were too young? Did you believe them? Time to think again!” 
Ask one of the students to write all of the group’s ideas for challenges that they believe are important 
on a chalkboard or a large piece of paper. If answers don’t come up, remind the group that this is 
okay, and that you once also didn’t have these ideas yet. Start suggesting a few: “water access”, 
“climate change”, “hunger”, “poverty”, “homelessness”, access to healthcare”. Encourage the group 
to explore connections with these challenges, to help the group remember that these topics are 
extremely interconnected – that we will explore how through our learning experiences together.  

Now ask the group whether they have ideas for solutions, locally or globally. “Are there ways we can 
begin to address these challenges? Do we know anyone who is already?” “How can WE be effective?” 
 
Pose BIG QUESTION: "Did you ever believe we could come up with so many ideas for solutions to our 
world’s challenges? Did anyone ever tell you in your life that you could dedicate yourself to things that 
really, really matter? That our world and everything that inhabits it faces great challenges – ones we can 
actually address if we work together effectively?” 
The group might respond with a lot of excitement. This is excellent. If the group isn’t excited enough 
for your liking, or if they are, PLAY the intro video to the leadership module as a follow up! This should 
get them really excited to make change. Remind the class that this isn’t the end – rather, it is only the 
beginning of their journey to become a storychanger. “As we look for clear ways to take action, let’s 
remember it’s not simple. We’ve got a lot to learn together to lead effective positive change!” 
 

KEEP LEARNING OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM: 
“What we learned can easily fade. Write about it. Discuss Sajid with your family at dinner.  

Share what you’re thinking with friends and explore ways to express your learning. Think about the challenges you can 
address. Think about how you will make it possible here.” 

ACADEMIC OBJECTIVES 
Pie Charts & Bar Graphs 

Data Representation 
Creative Writing Practice 


